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High-Performance Small Vertical-Cavity Lasers: A Comparison of Measured Improvements in Optical and Current Confinement in Devices Using Tapered Apertures

E. R. Hegblom, N. M. Margalit, A. Fiore, and L. A. Coldren, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—We analyze the scaling characteristics of the optical and current confinement for three different vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser (VCSEL) structures with tapered apertures. The improvements in scaling have allowed devices with apertures <3 μm to have wall-plug efficiencies over 20% at output powers as low as 150 μW. The combination of low threshold (<200 μA), single modedness, and good wall-plug efficiency even at low output powers makes these devices excellent candidates for short distance (<1 m) interconnects within computers.

Index Terms—Current spreading, oxide apertures, optical scattering, semiconductor lasers, surface-emitting lasers.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE MANUFACTURE of relatively large, multimode vertical-cavity lasers for data links using multimode fiber is now commonplace. However, in the future, relatively small (~5 μm) vertical-cavity lasers may also become important for other applications such as board-to-board or chip-to-chip free-space optical interconnections or high-speed printing [1]. These applications require arrays of lasers with low power consumption and operating at output powers of 100–500 μW. In the case of free-space interconnections (or when multimode fiber is not used), one usually wants single-mode devices to reduce optical crosstalk and intermodal noise, and that generally means using small diameters ~3 μm. But smaller lasers are not only desirable for single-mode operation. If properly scaled (constant $J_{TH}n_{EX}$), the Peak wall-plug efficiency will be higher in smaller devices despite resistance increasing as ~1/(aperture diameter) [2]. Also, this higher wall-plug efficiency will occur, as desired, at lower output powers. Properly scaled devices will also provide higher modulation bandwidths at lower drive power.
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output power. (This will be examined further in Section V.) Nevertheless, we can conclude that, as the operating power is lowered (provided parasitic optical and current/carrier leakage are removed), smaller devices will be more efficient despite increased electrical and thermal resistance.

Increased resistance at smaller sizes is a limitation when one wants to drive vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers (VCSEL’s) directly from 3.3 V CMOS, and we expect the device resistance still could be improved with better control of the doping profile in the first few mirror periods. Nevertheless, single-mode devices with aperture openings of 2–3 μm, 20% wall-plug efficiency at 150 μW, and with low (154 μA) threshold still had a drive voltage under 2.5 V at 300-μW output power. One might also expect the increased resistance at smaller sizes to increase the high-frequency $RC$ time constant. However, it is the parasitic capacitance of the aperture that will allow the radial current distribution to widen at higher frequencies and lower the dynamic resistance. Thus, at high speed, one is limited more by the vertical resistance to reach the oxide (in series with the source resistance) and the parasitic capacitance across the oxide and diode depletion region, rather than the lateral resistance from funneling current into the aperture. This difference in resistance at high and low frequencies is also needed to explain the $RC$ parasitic observed in apertured intracavity contacted devices [9].

Having summarized all the major limitations to device scaling, the aim of the remainder of this paper is to quantify the improvements to the device scaling as we compare three VCSEL structures. In Section II, we overview the different structures. In Sections III and IV, we analyze not only the optical confinement for the tapered apertures, but also the electrical confinement. In Section V, we quantify how the resistance scaling and current confinement impact the wall-plug efficiency. Lastly, in the Appendix, we analyze the size dependence of the clamping of the spontaneous emission.

Although other studies have also shown the improvement in optical confinement by positioning apertures at the standing wave Nulls [10]–[12], this work quantifies the effects for tapered apertures which also depend on the gradient of the taper. In addition, this work goes further to quantify the improvement in current confinement (by comparing two different structures both with apertures at the Nulls) and how these improvements combine with the scaling of the electrical resistance to impact the wall-plug efficiency at lower powers and at sizes small enough to be single mode. While high wall-plug efficiencies of 50% [13] and 57% [14] at output powers of 1.3 and 3.3 mW, respectively, have been achieved in larger 7- and 5-μm diameter devices, the improvements being touted here are for smaller single-mode devices at lower powers where the scaling issues are much more important.

II. SUMMARY OF DEVICE STRUCTURES

A general schematic for the VCSEL’s discussed in this paper is shown in Fig. 1. All the structures are bottom-emitting VCSEL’s with 18.5 bottom mirror periods, as shown schematically in Fig. 1. They all have the same calculated mirror transmission (0.7%) and the same number (three) and composition (In$_{0.18}$Ga$_{0.82}$As) for the quantum wells. A schematic of the central portion of the three different VCSEL structures examined in this paper are shown in Fig. 2(a)–(c). The aperture is centered at different points in the standing wave: the first Null from the active region, the first Peak, and the first Null. The black areas indicate the oxide aperture, the lightest regions represent GaAs, and the gray regions indicate AlGaAs, except for the three stripes across the center, which denote the three InGaAs QW active region. The oscillating line represents the standing-wave pattern. (Grading of the interfaces is not shown.)
The first Peak and second Null devices are not intracavity contacted, and this impacts the broad-area slope efficiency because of some substrate absorption (but our comparison of scattering losses will not be affected). The first Peak device is carbon doped in the top mirror using a graphite filament in the molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) chamber. The top mirror in the second Null devices was Be doped and, aside from the aperture layer, it used an AlGaAs–GaAs top mirror as opposed to the other devices which used AlGaAs–GaAs top mirrors. (Unlike the first Null devices, the mirror in the second Null devices was grown entirely at 600 °C so the Be doping profile was far from ideal) Silicon doping was used in the bottom mirrors of all structures. Other details of the mirror doping and processing can be found in [7], [15], and [16]. Table I lists some of the different parameters. In the subsequent analysis, we will attempt to account for changes in the broad-area device parameters so that the scaling is the salient feature.

### III. OPTICAL CONFINEMENT

For tapered apertures, the degree of optical confinement depends critically not only on the position of the aperture in the standing-wave, but also the gradient of the taper thickness which combine to give the gradient of the effective index step. From scanning election microscope measurements of the tapers (like that shown in Fig. 3), one can determine the taper length, though the exact taper profile is harder to determine. Nevertheless, we can estimate the index gradient if we assume the taper thickness varies linearly, and a plot of the effective index step $\Delta n_d$ versus position is given in Fig. 4. The index step is calculated based upon the overlap of the index perturbation with the standing wave [17], which agrees with the index-step calculated based upon the change in the resonant wavelength [3], [17] except in the thickest regions where the perturbation of the oxide moves a second cavity resonance within the mirror stopband. One can see that the taper positioned at the standing-wave Peak has a much higher index gradient, and this results in increased scattering losses. These losses are plotted in Fig. 5. This excess optical loss is calculated by using the slope efficiency to extract the total optical loss and then subtracting the loss found in large (≈20-μm diameter) devices [4], [5]. Calculating the total optical loss $L_T$ (per pass)

$$L_T = \frac{T}{2} \left( \frac{T_{eH}}{T_{eH} + 1} \right)$$ (1)

---

### Table I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters for the Tapered Aperture VCSEL’s Under Investigation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aperture Position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Quantum Wells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output Transmission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broad-Area Loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$J_{TH}$ (broad-area)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Est. doping between aperture and active</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dist. between aperture and active</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-Dopant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-Dopant</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3. SEM image of a laterally oxidized tapered aperture (black region).

Fig. 4. Effective index step versus position for the three different taper aperture designs calculated assuming that the thickness varies linearly with position.

Fig. 5. Summary of the excess optical “scattering” loss extracted from the change in the slope efficiency with size for three tapered aperture devices and two other VCSEL’s with abrupt apertures.
relies upon calculating the output mirror transmission $T_s$, estimating the injection efficiency $\eta_i$, and the substrate transmission $T_{ss}$, which was lower for the highly doped n-substrate under the “first Peak” VCSEL’s. The substrate transmission can be directly measured by comparing the reflectivity in the stopband of the top of the distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) (effectively unity) with the reflectivity (again in the stopband) from the bottom of the sample. The injection efficiency is estimated to be 80% for the Be-doped devices and 90% for the “first-Peak” carbon-doped device. (The injection efficiency is consistently measured higher for carbon-doped in-plane lasers than for Be-doped in-plane lasers with the same structure presumably due to diffusing of the Be around the active region. This diffusion would increase the voltage to create inversion, and the corresponding excess field could lower the conduction band barrier that normally keeps electrons from entering the p-side.) One also would like to correct for any injection efficiency changes with size. Unfortunately, this is difficult to do. However, as mentioned, a theoretical estimate of the size dependence of the injection efficiency due to current leakage indicates an assumption of a constant injection efficiency is adequate, and the measurements in the Appendix suggest that this is correct. In addition, the excellent scaling of the slope efficiency of tapered apertured devices sets an upper bound on the drop of less than 10% at 2 $\mu$m. Despite this slight inaccuracy, our conclusions about the relative amounts of optical scattering from various aperture designs should be similar. We show the scattering loss in comparison to the theoretical predictions from [3] in Fig. 6. Fig. 6(a) shows the comparison of the abrupt apertures with the theoretical predictions and Fig. 6(b) shows the comparison for the tapered apertured devices. Comparison shows the measured loss is somewhat higher than predicted. Nevertheless, their coincidence on approximately the same scale suggests that scattering losses are significant in the devices and that the improvements observed agree with our understanding of optical loss. For the smallest size devices with tapered apertures, the comparison is trickier than for the abrupt apertures since it depends on the exact taper profile and the DBR stop-band. The second Null curve remains low and then curves up at the smallest sizes unlike the first Null curve. This effect has to do with the higher overall index step, which can confine smaller modes. (The mode radius for these sizes is predicted to be smaller than for the first Null curve.) The smaller modes at these sizes exceed the DBR angular stopband. The location of this rise is very sensitive to the taper length and the DBR angular stopband. The measured mode radius $(1/e^2)$ point for the second Null device at 1-$\mu$m radius was $\sim\!1.5$ $\mu$m, suggesting that the effective index may change more slowly around the aperture tip than estimated. The simulation for the first Null device suggests that, because of the weaker index step, the DBR angular stopband should not be creating excess loss at the 1- and 2-$\mu$m diameter openings, and this stipulation agrees with the measured mode size we describe below.

We can see from Fig. 5 that the first Peak apertures have only slightly lower scattering loss than for devices with an abrupt 80-nm-thick oxide aperture found in [18]. The taper is providing some benefit to decrease the loss, but it is clear that the taper is more effective at standing-wave Nulls where the effective index gradient is lower. In fact, the excess loss is so low that the 2-$\mu$m-diameter second Null VCSEL was multimode. (The excess loss in the first Peak device is responsible for single-mode operation for the 2 and 3-$\mu$m-diameter devices because the waveguide index step of 0.06 is too strong to be a single-mode waveguide at that size.) On the other hand, the weaker waveguiding for the first Null device promoted single-mode operation for the 2- and 3-$\mu$m size devices. Optical spectra for the 3-$\mu$m first Null device is shown in Fig. 7.

The size given for the abrupt aperture devices from [6] and [18] in Fig. 5 is calculated based upon the lateral mode separation. The size for the aperture opening for the tapered aperture devices is determined by the closing of the aperture for pillars below a particular diameter. Since the pillar size increases in steps of 1 $\mu$m, a label of radius $r_0$ means the actual radius of the opening is between $r_0 - 0.5$ $\mu$m and $r_0$.

Due to the weaker guiding of both thinner apertures and tapered apertures, the mode is expected to be larger than the mode of an abrupt thick aperture of the same opening. Fig. 8...
Fig. 7. Optical spectrum from a 3-μm first Null VCSEL showing single-mode operation at output powers below 1.5 mW.

Fig. 8. Near-field intensity versus position for a mode from a first Null VCSEL with a 2-μm-diameter opening.

shows a line-scan of the near-field intensity in a first Null device with a 2-μm opening that shows about a 1/e² diameter of 3 μm. The system resolution was not taken into account and, even though a high 0.75 NA lens was used, sharp features like the boundary of an etched mesa had a boundary about 1 μm wide. Thus, the actual diameter may be even smaller: approximately 2.8 μm = \sqrt{3 \text{ μm}² - (1 \text{ μm})²}. Based on a vertically uniform waveguide analysis, one can calculate that, for the mode guided by an 80-nm-thick abrupt aperture (effective index step, Δnₐₐ = 0.06) to have a 1/e² diameter of 3 μm, the radius of the aperture opening should be ~1.8 μm. However, for this larger size, the excess optical losses of an abrupt 80-nm-thick aperture are around 0.2%/pass, which is still much greater than those for the 2- and 3-μm-diameter tapered and thin apertures. Thus, even at the same mode size, thin or tapered apertures are preferable to quarter-wave-thick ones. This result also agrees with theoretical calculations of the scattering loss versus mode size [3].

One may also ask if tapered apertures are preferable to thin apertures when both are placed near a standing-wave Null. From the point of view of optical scattering losses for the lowest order mode, there is little difference. However, there are situations where tapering is desirable. If one wishes to promote multimode operation in smaller VCSEL’s, use of a thick tapered aperture is preferable to a thin aperture which will not guide higher order modes. Such a design is desired when making lower threshold “medium sized” (≈5–10-μm diameter) VCSEL’s for coupling to multimode fiber. Furthermore, tapering to greater thickness fairly far (>3 μm) from the optical mode is desirable to reduce the parasitic capacitance through the oxide. Finally, tapering may occur as a result of other design conditions. It is typically necessary to drive current through the layers within the aperture. Apertures at the first Null are within the cavity which is typically of high-index low-aluminum content. However, if there is a large discontinuity in the aluminum composition, then one can incur a high drive voltage. This can be avoided with longer grading or surrounding the aperture by higher aluminum content which will frequently create a tapered aperture. Therefore, one must be mindful of the index gradient to avoid higher loss.

IV. CURRENT CONFINEMENT

With size-dependent optical losses nearly extinct, the next major challenge for improving the scaling of characteristics is to reduce the lateral current and carrier leakage. Previous studies have indicated that lateral current spreading between the aperture and the active region can be significant in apertured devices [4], [8], [10]. In Fig. 9(a), we plot the threshold current versus aperture radius for the three different taper designs. (b) Same data normalized by the broad-area threshold current density.
current densities, most of the reduction in the threshold can be attributed to improved current confinement as the aperture is positioned closer to the active region. We see that even the close position of ~50 nm is still beneficial. For clarity, we have also plotted the ratio of the threshold current density to the broad-area threshold current density in Fig. 9(b). Although the first Peak devices have higher scattering losses, the increase in the QW threshold current is small (except at the smallest size) given the size of the active region. Therefore, most of the change in threshold current density relative to the broad-area threshold is due to current confinement only. To make this point clearer, it is useful to compare with the model developed in [8] for the spreading when there is a purely resistive region between the aperture and the active region with a diode $J–V$ characteristic. In that model, $I_{TH}$ (in the absence of excess loss) should scale as

$$I_{TH} = J_{BA} \pi R^2 + \frac{I_0}{2} + R\sqrt{\pi J_{BA} I_0}$$

(2)

where $I_0 = 8\pi(nkT/q)(t/\rho)$, for a layer of uniform resistivity $\rho$ and thickness $t$.

Fig. 9(a) shows the fit we obtained for the parameter $I_0$, using the broad-area threshold current density from 20–30-µm-diameter devices. (For the first Peak device, we excluded the smallest size from the fit because the threshold current increases due to scattering losses.) Let us now compare the fitted $I_0$ parameter with that expected from the doping between the aperture and the active region. (Note that, for the fitted values, the dominant term in the threshold is $I_0/2$ for the smallest sizes.) With the thickest region between the aperture and the active region, the second Null devices show the highest $I_0$ as expected, but it is still almost four times higher than if the region were uniformly doped at $5 \cdot 10^{17}$ cm$^{-3}$—as approximately designed. One possible reason is that relatively low Be doping combined with movement during growth at the heterointerfaces creates a much higher vertical resistance forcing the current to spread further laterally. The carbon doped first Peak devices are a better example. These were forced to be a lower threshold current density (assuming a logarithmic gain model with three QW’s) needed in the active region, which is still well below the observed factor of ten. We should note that some reduction in the confinement factor is not detrimental and, in fact, can make for a lower threshold current than one would achieve for a unity confinement factor of a mode of the same size because the power density in the mode is not uniform.

V. SCALING OF RESISTANCE AND WALL-PLUG EFFICIENCY

In order to achieve high wall-plug efficiency at low output powers (100–500 µW), one desires even lower power dissipated at threshold. Consequently, one must be able to maintain high differential efficiency as the device threshold (and size) is reduced. With low background losses and scattering losses and improved current confinement, the first Null VCSEL’s presented can provide high wall-plug efficiency at low output powers. Fig. 10 shows the wall-plug efficiency versus output power for several first Null VCSEL’s.

Fig. 10. Wall-plug efficiency versus output power for several first Null VCSEL’s.

Fig. 11. $L–I$ characteristics for the smallest of the first Null devices.
have a maximum at a particular device diameter. However, as output power is lowered, removal of parasitic leakage becomes even more important for higher power conversion efficiency. In fact, if the resistance increases as \(1/\text{(aperture radius)}\) and there is no lateral leakage or optical losses, then the Peak wall-plug efficiency will be higher in smaller devices. Of course, this Peak keeps occurring at lower and lower powers. If we resign ourselves to having leakage current, then it may be desirable to make a larger size device single mode. To illustrate these points, we have fit the size dependence of various device parameters of the first Null devices and in order to extrapolate to the condition of no lateral leakage current. Fig. 12 plots the wall-plug efficiency versus size at two different output powers of 0.5 and 0.15 mW based on the actual data and the case of no leakage current. As we see from the graph, when leakage is present the wall-plug efficiency at 0.5 mW is higher than at 0.2 mW, but if leakage is removed the efficiency is actually higher at 0.2 mW than at 0.5 mW. To generate the curves, both the size dependence of the \(I-V\) curves and the threshold current for the first Null devices was fit versus size and the slope efficiency was held constant (which only has a minor error at small sizes). The operating voltage fit to a current independent voltage \(V_D\), which varied as \(V_D = 1.49 + 0.745 \times 10^{-6} \left(\text{volts}\right)\), where \(d\) is the aperture diameter in \(\mu\text{m}\), and a series resistance \(R_S\), varying as \(R_S = 2.51 \Omega (1/d)^{0.7}\). The size dependence of the threshold fit well to \(I_{TH} = 0.13 \text{ mA} + J_{BA} \pi (d/2)^2\), where \(J_{BA} = 600 \text{ A/cm}^2\). (Also, the constant term was ignored to simulate no leakage current).

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper has examined the improvements in optical and current confinement and in wall-plug efficiency by varying the design and placement of tapered apertures in vertical-cavity lasers. These improvements in optical and current confinement are important for achieving higher power conversion efficiency at lower powers and smaller sizes where devices tend to be single mode and can be modulated faster with lower drive powers. Improvements in optical confinement have nearly eliminated optical scattering losses relative to typical background losses, and bringing the aperture within 50 nm of the active region still makes improvements in current confinement. These improvements have enabled small single-mode <3-\(\mu\text{m}\)-diameter devices with a threshold of 154 \(\mu\text{A}\) to reach 20% power conversion efficiency at output powers as low as 150 \(\mu\text{W}\). Further improvement in current or carrier confinement will lead to even higher conversion efficiencies at smaller sizes and lower output powers.

APPENDIX

SCALING OF THE CLAMPING EFFICIENCY

As previously discussed, we would like to have some idea of the scaling of the injection efficiency with size. One possible way to estimate this is to measure the clamping of the spontaneous emission. The thought here is that if carriers are moving laterally outside the region where they are “clamped,” then this should show up as a relative increase in the spontaneous emission above threshold. To measure it, we placed a 930-nm bandpass filter in front of the detector and recorded the light versus current. At 930 nm, we are measuring emission from the upper states in the InGaAs quantum wells so we will not see carriers recombining in the barriers and cannot measure the total injection efficiency (by injection efficiency, we mean the above threshold injection efficiency).
efficiency which multiplies the optical efficiency to yield the slope efficiency above threshold.

Fig. 13 shows the optical power of the spontaneous emission versus current for a 3-μm first Null VCSEL, and we observe the expected change in slope at threshold. Independent of any changes in optical coupling, we can calculate what we will call the clamping efficiency \( \eta_c = (\eta_b - \eta_a)/\eta_b \), where \( \eta_b \) and \( \eta_a \) are the slope efficiencies of the spontaneous emission above and below threshold, respectively. Fig. 14 shows this clamping efficiency versus size. We see no strong variation with size which suggests that additional carriers injected above threshold going into unclamped regions relative to clamped regions changes negligibly with size. There are a number of assumptions which keep us from unequivocally concluding the lateral injection efficiency is not changing with size, but these data provide strong evidence that there is little variation laterally, which is in agreement with theoretical predictions [8]. Lastly, we should note that these measurements are on devices with low scattering losses. If one were to measure devices with high scattering losses, one might see a lowering of the vertical injection efficiency with size since the carrier density in the active region must rise with the additional loss.

However, these measurements beg other explanations for the small drop in efficiency at the smallest sizes. The other possible causes are the thermal rollover or an increase in optical losses. Part of the drop may also be accounted for by the mode becoming so small and divergent that collecting all the light in the detector is difficult. Estimates of the mode size and measurement with a larger detector indicate that this accounts for about a 2% drop in the efficiency which still does not explain the drop from 55% to 39% slope efficiency in the smallest device. But the sharp roll-off of the 1-μm-diameter device, even at a smaller power density than the 2-μm device, implies heating is responsible. (In theory, if leakage currents were removed, then the heating will be lower even at a constant power density.) Lastly, we should mention that if the mode does not spread out and is scaled below a 1/e^2 diameter of 1 μm, then one can expect significant optical losses from roll-off in the DBR reflectivity at the high angles [3]. But the light at the angles >16° for AlGaAs–GaAs DBR will be internally reflected the bottom of the substrate and will not contribute to an increase in the slope efficiency.
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